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SUMMARY
Which cell types constitute brain circuits is a fundamental question, but establishing the correspondence
across cellular data modalities is challenging. Bio-realistic models allow probing cause-and-effect and link-
ing seemingly disparate modalities. Here, we introduce a computational optimization workflow to generate
9,200 single-neuron models with active conductances. These models are based on 230 in vitro electrophys-
iological experiments followed bymorphological reconstruction from themouse visual cortex.We show that,
in contrast to current belief, the generated models are robust representations of individual experiments and
cortical cell types as defined via cellular electrophysiology or transcriptomics. Next, we show that differences
in specific conductances predicted from the models reflect differences in gene expression supported by sin-
gle-cell transcriptomics. The differences in model conductances, in turn, explain electrophysiological differ-
ences observed between the cortical subclasses. Our computational effort reconciles single-cell modalities
that define cell types and enables causal relationships to be examined.
INTRODUCTION

The nervous system consists of cell classes defined by spe-

cific molecular signatures (Tasic et al., 2016, 2018a), morphol-

ogies (Markram et al., 2000, 2004), or electrophysiological

properties (Gouwens et al., 2019; Hille, 1978; Lai and Jan,

2006; Prinz et al., 2003). In recent years, single-cell character-

ization of neurons, mainly propelled by advances in single-cell

RNA sequencing (Tang et al., 2009), has revealed a multitude

of ‘‘cell types’’ (Hodge et al., 2019; Poulin et al., 2016; Zeisel

et al., 2015). Despite our ever-increasing ability to detect dis-

tinguishing molecular, morphological, and electrophysiolog-

ical features to differentiate between such types, unraveling

causal relationships between data modalities has been diffi-

cult. How does a particular distribution of ion channel con-

ductances dictated by gene expression manifest itself in the

various electrophysiological features recorded in slice exper-

iments? Experimentally, this process involves elaborate ge-

netic and/or pharmacological manipulations that are difficult

to scale.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
Single-cell models link various types of data by incorporating

constraints and generating predictions across modalities. Two

types of models have emerged: models linking transcriptomics

with electrophysiology andmodels linkingmorphology with elec-

trophysiology.Whilemolecular and electrophysiological features

can be linked via models (e.g., Prinz et al., 2003), the idea that a

single model faithfully captures a particular cell has been chal-

lenged. The latter models are used to study excitability mecha-

nisms such as spike generation and dendritic events along the

neural morphology in rodents (Bahl et al., 2012; Hay et al.,

2011; Mainen et al., 1995), non-human primates (Rumbell

et al., 2016), and humans (Eyal et al., 2018; Kalmbach et al.,

2018a; Mosher et al., 2020). A limitation is their vast parameter

space that renders their generation cumbersome and computa-

tionally expensive. Hence, most studies either focus on a small

number of experiments or, alternatively,models offering reduced

bio-realism. It follows that en masse model generation has been

unattainable, particularly for models linking three key experi-

mental modalities: single-cell electrophysiology, detailed

morphology, and molecular signatures.
Cell Reports 40, 111176, August 9, 2022 ª 2022 The Authors. 1
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Recently, two datasets shed light on the taxonomy of the

mouse primary visual cortex. The first used single-cell RNA

sequencing (RNA-seq) to define more than 100 transcriptomic

cell types (Tasic et al., 2016, 2018a). The second (morphoelectric

or ME-dataset) used electrophysiological responses and

morphology reconstructions to define morphoelectric types

(Gouwens et al., 2019). The experimental data we used to

generate the single-cell models consisted of a ‘‘broad’’ taxon-

omy comprising four major subclasses (vasoactive intestinal

peptide [Vip], somatostatin [Sst], parvalbumin [Pvalb], and pyra-

midal [Pyr]) and seven ‘‘refined’’ subclasses—three GABAergic

(Vip, Sst, and Pvalb) and four glutamatergic (L2/3 IT, L4, L5 IT,

and L5 PT).

We develop a model generation workflow to make biologically

faithful single cells for 230 excitatory and inhibitory single cells.

This large-scale optimization effort results in a set of ion channel

conductance values for each morphology section (soma, axon

initial segment, and apical and basal dendrites). We use the

‘‘all-active‘‘ models to address three important questions: Do

the models represent cortical classes and subclasses by

capturing key features and divergent properties between these

populations? Can the models explain distinguishing properties

between cell subclasses across data modalities? How unique

are the all-active model representations? We show that the

models recapitulate the unique features of major excitatory

and inhibitory cell classes across modalities. We use the ion

channel conductance vectors to formulate specific, model-

based predictions for differentially expressed ion channels. For

a subset of excitatory and inhibitory cell classes, we show that

the model-based predictions are confirmed by transcriptomics.

Given that the models are trained on electrophysiology and

morphology data (and not on transcriptomics), this is an emer-

gent property of the model generation procedure. These differ-

entially expressed genes directly manifest themselves in distinct,

cell-type-specific electrophysiology properties separating cell

classes.

RESULTS

Large-scale generation of single-cell models
The excitatory and inhibitory neurons originate from mouse pri-

mary visual cortex (V1 or VISp) and neighboring cortical areas

across six cortical layers (Figure 1A). We used two data sets:

(1) a single-cell transcriptomics set in which gene expression is
Figure 1. Cell types in mouse visual cortex (VIS) and single-cell model

(A) Data modalities: single-cell transcriptomics (left) (Tasic et al., 2016), (right) sing

arranged according to normalized depth from pia, including putative cortical layer

subthreshold and suprathreshold current injections (colors: Cre line).

(B) Overview of the 230 modeled cells in the ME dataset based on dendrite type a

putative inhibitory). See also Figure S1.

(C) Model setup: Morphology (CellID: 483101699) and a predefined set of active

morphology section (apical, basal dendrites, soma, AIS).

(D) The 3-stage optimization workflow (stages 0, 1, 2). The parameters added to t

the sum of objectives with generation number. The best model (gray) at each gen

generation (spread: standard deviation of the population). (Bottom) Comparison b

a representative model (same as in C).

(E) Validation comprising novel stimulation protocols (top; noise stimulation) and

the novel noise stimulus (i.e., standardized colored noise [top]) to evaluate expla
quantified in counts over million reads (Tasic et al., 2016,

2018a) and (2) a single-cell patch-clamp electrophysiology and

reconstructed morphology set (Gouwens et al., 2019). Both

studies used transgenic Cre lines for targeting (Daigle et al.,

2018). For each of the 230 single-cell experiments considered

here, we accounted for soma location with respect to cortical

layer (L1–L6) and dendrite morphology type (‘‘spiny,’’ ‘‘aspiny,’’

‘‘sparsely spiny’’). Cre lines are grouped into 4 ‘‘broad’’ sub-

classes: The Pyr subclass represents all excitatory Cre lines

(Pyr; see STAR Methods) and three inhibitory subclasses ex-

pressing Pvalb, Sst, or Vip (Gouwens et al., 2019) (Figures 1A

and 1B). Throughout the manuscript, we use the nomenclature

introduced above—in other words, cell classes characterize

the excitatory and inhibitory divide based on the morphology

type, and any data-driven subdivision of these two classes is de-

noted as a subclass (Figure S1).

We generate the all-active models from the electrophysiology

response and the reconstructed morphology of the same

neuron. The main challenge lies in distributing active conduc-

tances along the morphology (Figure 1C) in a way that the model

replicates the experimental electrophysiology features ("E-fea-

tures"). The passive properties, together with the maximal con-

ductances (ḡ) for the voltage-gated Na+, K+ and Ca2+- channels,

are represented with a vector that uniquely identifies every

model. Fitting the conductances requires formulating a multi-

objective optimization (Miettinen, 2012), in which each objective

measures the distance between the experimental and model

features for the specific current input (direct current [DC] steps)

(Druckmann et al., 2007, 2011). The optimization leverages

evolutionary algorithms (Fortin et al., 2012; Van Geit et al.,

2016), continuously seeking to improve the previously evaluated

solutions.We developed an automated workflow that divides the

fitting procedure in three stages: passive parameter fit (stage 0),

h-channel conductance density fit (stage 1), and all-active

parameter fit (stage 2; Figure 1C; STAR Methods). The multi-

objective optimization aims to reduce each objective indepen-

dently (Figure 1D), resulting in the fit for a set of E-features

(Tables S2 and S3). To validate each all-active model, we evalu-

ated it on novel (i.e., not included in the training/optimization)

current stimuli (noise stimuli) that models did not train and

compared features against experimental data from the same

noise stimuli (Figure 1E).

We used 15 models of voltage-gated ion channels (Table S1)

known to be expressed in rodent cortical neurons (see STAR
generation

le-cell morpho-electric (ME) data (Gouwens et al., 2019). Sample morphologies

markings and electrophysiological recordings for 3 cells in the same set under

nd Cre line (cell class— spiny: putative excitatory, sparsely spiny, and aspiny:

conductances/passive properties marked according to their inclusion in each

he variable list at each stage are highlighted in (C) (table, left). (Top) Evolution of

eration and the average performance of all of the individual models (red) of that

etween experimental traces (black) and the fitted model (gray) at each stage for

comparison between model and experiment spiking responses (bottom) under

ined variance (see STAR Methods).

Cell Reports 40, 111176, August 9, 2022 3
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Methods; Gouwens et al., 2018; Hay et al., 2011), kept their ki-

netic parameters unaltered, and only allowed ḡ and the passive

properties to vary. This resulted in amaximumof 43 variables per

model along four identified regions of the morphology (soma,

axon initial segment [AIS], and basal and apical dendrites). To

optimize these variables for a single all-active model, the work-

flow involved 300 generations (stage 0: 50, stage 1: 50, stage

2: 200), with 512 new models generated and evaluated at each

generation. The final model was selected from a group of 10

best models generated in this evolutionary procedure (termed

‘‘hall of fame’’ [HOF]) for a single seed. Four seeds were used

to randomize initialization from the same parameter bounds. In

total, a single all-active model required the generation and eval-

uation of more than 600,000 models. Therefore, model genera-

tion for the entirety of the single-cell experiments required

the evaluation of more than 130 million single-cell models and

3.5 million central processing unit (CPU) core hours.

Models of major cortical cell types: Uniqueness and
within versus across cell-type variability
Model quality is assessed by the extent to which the properties

of a particular neuron or cell type are captured. Classes sepa-

rable via a particular electrophysiological, morphological, or

transcriptomic property should lead to models separable by

the same property. The experimental data used to generate

themodels consist of a ‘‘broad’’ taxonomy comprising fourmajor

subclasses (Vip, Sst, Pvalb, and Pyr). Seven transcriptomic cell

subclasses (Gouwens et al., 2019) had enough experiments

across modalities; this group formed a ‘‘refined’’ taxonomy: 3

GABAergic (Vip, Sst, and Pvalb) and 4 glutamatergic (L2/3 IT,

L4, L5 IT, and L5 PT).

How well do all-active models capture experimental

E-features? We calculated the Z score for each feature in the

best model from the optimization process (see STAR Methods),

with the error for the entire training set across models being typi-

cally less than 2 standard deviations from the experimental

values. Features such as resting potential, spike amplitude,

time-to-first spike, and spike frequency were captured particu-

larly well (Figure S2). To test the optimization workflow against

ground truth, we also ran cases recovering model parameters
Figure 2. All-active models conserve decision boundaries and cross-

ferences within and between cell classes

(A) Left: The parameters across the 40 hall of fame (HOF) models corresponding

parameters across all cells). The centroid of this cluster (color: euclidean distance

dispersion (bar plot top of the distance matrix). (Right) t-Distributed stochastic ne

cell; green: inhibitory cell) and minimally (blue: excitatory cell; magenta: inhibitor

(B) Left: Heatmap showing euclidean distances between HOF models for the 3 b

single cell. Right: Interpretation for different regions of the heatmap, namely, intrac

Darker block diagonals and the distribution of the intra/inter distances for the

Degenerate parameters for a single cell are tightly clustered compared to parame

classes (p < 0.01; Mann-Whitney U test).

(C) For cells belonging to the 4 broad subclasses, HOFmodel E-features at the ma

corresponding features at the experiment level (optimal number of clusters: nclust
cision boundary is drawn on the embedded space for the experiment, the best m

detected clusters, their composition, and associated decision boundaries remai

(D) UMAP embedding of HOF parameters colored according to the broad subcla

(E) Similar to (D), the separation in the electrophysiology andmodel parameter spa

PCs.

(F) The separation in the HOF model parameter space between two excitatory L
and E-features starting from a fitted input model (Figure S3).

Despite the vast parameter space and randomized initialization,

the conductances of the re-optimized models converged to the

values of the original models (Figure S3).

Typically, a single model is developed for a single-cell exper-

iment. However, generating conductance-based models from

E-features is ill-posed (Prinz et al., 2003). We looked beyond

the best model of the optimization and instead took the 40

best models exhibiting the smallest sum of objectives (HOF

models) out of the optimization workflow (Van Geit et al.,

2016). These HOF models are representations of the

E-features of a single-cell experiment given a reconstructed

morphology, constituting the group of best models out of more

than 600,000 models evaluated during the optimization. How

much better does the best model perform over its HOF counter-

parts? A substantial decrease inmodel performance would point

to the best model representing a unique and near-optimal solu-

tion in the parameter landscape. Instead, HOF models exhibit a

graded increase in the training set error (Z score; Figure S4) and

perform equally well (in terms of explained variance, see STAR

Methods) for noisy stimulation they were not trained on (Fig-

ure S4). Therefore, while the best model of an experiment repre-

sents a solution with the smallest training error, the 39 other HOF

models generalize equally well in two different types of stimula-

tion sets irrespective of their initialization. This points to a single

experiment reflected in a family of models with similar perfor-

mance rather than a single, optimal one.

We hypothesized that the existence of multiple conductance

vectors for a single cell can inform on cell-type representation

across data modalities. We looked closer into HOF conductance

dispersion and measured it within experiment (HOF) versus

across a cell class: If conductance variability of HOF models is

larger than conductance variability across models of the same

cell class, it would be difficult to associate between conductance

vectors and cell-type identity (Figure 2A). Despite variability, the

conductance vectors in HOF models for a particular experiment

exhibit significantly smaller dispersion than across any of the four

major cell classes (Figures 2A and 2B and S5). To validate that

these global cross-class relationships are also consistent in the

space of E-features, we compare the clustering structure in
class relationships of experimental features that reproduce key dif-

to each cell creates a cluster in ñ-dimensional euclidean space (ñ: common

between HOF index and its centroid). The sum of all distancesmeasures cluster

ighbor embedding (t-SNE) plot highlights 4 cases of maximally (red: excitatory

y cell) dispersed parameter vectors in 2 dimensions (2D).

road inhibitory classes; each block diagonal represents 40 HOF models for a

ell intraclass (blue), intercell intraclass (orange), and intercell interclass (green).

3 broad classes indicate an ordered structure in the parameter dispersion.

ters of the same broad class followed by model parameters between different

ximal amplitude stimulus protocol and projected onto UMAP embedding of the

ers = 3 via gap statistic (Tibshirani et al., 2001). The corresponding k-means de-

odel (HOF index = 0), and all HOF models (40 models per cell). The number of

n unaltered.

sses.

ce is also preserved between two putative excitatory types, namely L2/3 and L5

5 excitatory types, IT and PT.

Cell Reports 40, 111176, August 9, 2022 5
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this space between experiments, best model, and HOF popula-

tion. The clusters detected using experimental E-features (Fig-

ure 2C, left) are conserved when using the same features from

the best model (Figure 2C, center). When features from the

HOFmodels are accounted for (40 models per experiment; in to-

tal: 230 3 40 = 9,200 models evaluated), the number of clusters

and, more important, decision boundaries agree between exper-

iments, best model, and HOF models (Figure 2C, right). We

conclude that both the best models and the HOF population of

the all-active models conserve decision boundaries as well as

cross-class relationships of experimental E-features. By doing

so, they reproduce key convergent properties within cell classes

as well as divergent properties between them.

To what extent do these models represent major cortical sub-

classes? We clustered the conductance vectors of all models

(including the HOF population) and saw that the model parame-

ters cluster accordingly between major cortical populations into

one excitatory (Pyr) and three inhibitory (Vip, Sst, and Pvalb) sub-

classes (Figure 2D; see STARMethods). In terms of experimental

and model features (both best model as well as HOF), the popu-

lations of the different subclasses remain coherent. For example,

Pvalb cells are adjacent to Sst, while Vip are on the other side of

the Sst cells. Notably, thesemarkers label largelymutually exclu-

sive subclasses of interneurons (Tremblay et al., 2016; Tasic

et al., 2016; Gouwens et al., 2019). We conclude that uniform

manifold approximation and projection (UMAP) embedding sep-

aration is seen not only for experiments but also for best model

and HOF E-features pointing to distinct ion conductance pat-

terns between the cell classes.

While inhibitory cell types tend to be well separated, excitatory

cell types exhibit more pronounced overlap and within-type di-

versity, especially in terms of E-features and transcriptomics

(Gouwens et al., 2019; Tasic et al., 2016). A robust differentiator

of excitatory cells is the cortical depth of their soma location

separating two distinct populations, superficial versus deep

excitatory cells (Tasic et al., 2016). We tested whether this sep-

aration is also observed in our data and found it is for experiment

and HOF model E-features, but, notably, also for model param-

eters (Figure 2E).

Another prominent division is between L5 excitatory neurons,

namely between L5 intratelencephalic (IT) versus extratelence-

phalic (often called pyramidal tract, or PT) Pyr neurons. Both

send axonal projections within the telencephalon, but only PT

neurons send long-range axons to subcerebral targets. Impor-

tantly, PT neurons possess distinct morphoelectric and gene

expression properties over their IT counterparts (Anastasiades

et al., 2018; Brown andHestrin, 2009; Dembrow et al., 2010; Hat-
Figure 3. Model-based prediction in Kv3.1 differences between GABA

divergent electrophysiology properties

(A) Comparison between single-cell model, somatic ion channel conductance pro

Kv3.1 (associated gene: Kcnc1); boxplot: median, 1.5 interquartile range; cpm, c

(B) Expression profiles of marker genes (Pvalb, Sst, Vip) and specific ion chann

Kcnd1-3, respectively) for a set of GABAergic lines in mouse V1 via single-cell R

(C) Ion channels predicted by themodels and confirmed by sequencing to differen

of single-cell models (line: mean; error bar: 95% confidence interval).

(D) Top: Analysis of E-features from in vitro experiments. Bottom: Class-specific c

validation step for the ion channel predictions (boxplot, circles: single-cell data

**p < 10�2, ***p < 10�3, adjusted for a false discovery rate (FDR) of 5%.
tox and Nelson, 2007; Kawaguchi, 2017; Kim et al., 2015; Soren-

sen et al., 2015; Tasic et al., 2018b). We tested whether the

all-active models also reflect this division. We looked within the

L5 Pyr population by separating IT and PT neurons based on

marker genes (Deptor, Slc30a3) and found that conductance

vectors between L5 IT and PT HOF models separate despite

some overlap (Figure 2F). While L5 PT conductance vectors

resemble more (and thus are closer to) those of superficial excit-

atory neurons, L5 IT conductance vectors are more distinct (Fig-

ure 2F). This observation is consistent with studies reporting that

IT neurons are distinct (Gouwens et al., 2019). We conclude that

the generated models recapitulate salient E-features of major

cortical cell classes and subclasses that separate between

distinct excitatory and inhibitory populations. Moreover, the

conductance vectors generated by the all-active optimization

workflow reflect distinct compositions of cell subclasses that

conserve the relationship between cortical subclasses.

From electrophysiology to gene expression: Model
predictions and experimental validation
The all-active models are optimized on E-features and morpho-

logical reconstructions. Domodels reflect the transcriptomic sig-

natures of the cell class or subclass they represent (e.g., can

conductances predict the expression of specific ion channel

genes)? We looked in the three inhibitory subclasses repre-

sented by intersection of Cre lines Vip, Sst, and Pvalb and

morphology in the single-cell RNA-seq dataset (Tasic et al.,

2016) (filtered for basket cells in Pvalb and neuroglia Vip cells;

see STAR Methods). When looking at the differentiating genes,

the ion channel-related genes or the ion channel-related genes

of conductances included in our models between the sub-

classes, it is neither possible to determine meaningful differ-

ences nor to predict how gene-based differences will materialize

in terms of E-features a priori (Figure S6).

We ran pairwise comparisons between the 15 somatic ion

channel conductances. The comparison in inhibitory somatic

conductances reveals that the Kv3.1 conductance is signifi-

cantly different betweenmodels of the three inhibitory types (Fig-

ure 3A): Kv3.1 conductance increases from Vip to Sst to Pvalb,

with Vip exhibiting the lowest and Pvalb the highest Kv3.1

conductance between the three subclasses. Motivated by these

model-based predictions, we looked at the expression profile

of K+ conductance-related genes, namely, Kcnc1, Kcna1-3,6

Kcnd1-3 associated with Kv3.1, persistent K+(KP), and tran-

sient K+ (KT) conductances, respectively. For Kcnc1, which en-

codes Kv3.1 (Muona et al., 2015; ; Wymore et al., 1994), there

is agreement between the experimentally measured differential
ergic cell classes are supported by single-cell RNA-seq and explain

files, and single-cell expression of associated genes via single-cell RNA-seq for

ounts per million.

el (Kv3.1, KP – persistent K and KT – transient K) genes (Kcnc1, Kcna1-3,6

NA-seq.

tially express between inhibitory cell types affect E-features. Sensitivity analysis

haracteristics are preserved in the corresponding all-active models, providing a

). Statistical testing: Mann-Whitney U test; statistical significance: *p < 0.05,
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Figure 4. Model-based predictions in Ih and NaT differences between 3 excitatory subclasses link transcriptomic and electrophysiological

properties
(A) The 3 excitatory subclasses L4 IT, L5 IT, and L5 PT highlighted in the transcriptomic tree derived from single-cell transcriptomics (Tasic et al., 2016).

(B) Gene expression of the top differentially expressed (marker) genes between the 3 excitatory subclasses (Rspo1, Fezf2, Fam19a1) and ion channel genes

implicated by the model-based predictions via pairwise comparisons: Ih (HCN1-3) and transient Na (Scn8a) (heatmap).

(C) Left: h-Channel conductance density comparison between Nr5a1 (L4 IT) and L5 Rbp4 (L5 PT) models (p < 0.05, 1-sided Mann-Whitney U test; Cliff’s delta

effect size analysis of the medians (Ho et al., 2019). Right: Same comparison for gene expression from the single-cell transcriptomics between Nr5a1 (L4 IT) and

L5 Rbp4 (L5 PT).

(legend continued on next page)
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expression and the model prediction between the three inhibi-

tory subclasses (i.e., Vip < Sst < Pvalb; Figure 3B). Importantly,

the constraints for all of the conductances in the optimization

of the inhibitory models were identical and initialization random-

ized (see STAR Methods). We conclude that for the inhibitory

subclasses considered here, ion channel conductance vectors

inferred from the E- and morphology features are consistent

with differential expression patterns for these subclasses (i.e.,

the conductance vectors also reflect a data modality they did

not train on, single-cell transcriptomics).

We then asked whether the differences observed in conduc-

tances can explain the divergent E-features between the inhibi-

tory subclasses. Notably, assessing the influence of individual

AIS or somatic conductances on a particular E-feature is non-

trivial, as relatively small differences can significantly affect

model response (Figure S7). To disentangle the role of individual

conductances on the E-features, we used polynomial chaos ex-

pansions that allow uncertainty quantification and sensitivity

analysis to be performed on single-cell models (Tennøe et al.,

2018). The analysis results in a Sobol index per conductance

that represents its contribution to the variability of the

E-feature. The Sobol index ranges from 0 to 1, with 0 indicating

no contribution of a conductance to a particular E-feature while 1

translates to that conductance explaining all variability with no

others contributing. We assessed the impact of 6 somatic con-

ductances (3 of them K+ related) on action potential (AP) width,

after hyperpolarization (AHP) depth and spike frequency (Fig-

ure 3C). These three E-features were selected as they have

been linked to Kv3.1. Models predict that Kv3.1 significantly af-

fects the AP width together with the voltage-gated Na+ conduc-

tance (Nav) and KT. The AHP depth is mostly affected by the Nav

and, more weakly, by the Kv3.1 conductance, with Nav mostly

influencing Vip neurons. Spike frequency is affected by a spec-

trum of conductances in varying degrees. These results agree

with experiments showing the role of Kv3.1 on high-frequency

firing (Erisir et al., 1999; Lien and Jonas, 2003; Rudy andMcBain,

2001), modulation of spike shape (especially narrow spike width

and fast AHP; McMahon et al., 2004; Mehaffey et al., 2008; Por-

cello et al., 2002), as well as differential expression of Kv chan-

nels between Pvalb and Sst subpopulations (Chow et al.,

1999). Despite the highly nonlinear relationship between con-

ductances and resulting E-features, pairwise conductance

comparison between all-active models reveals the role of

conductances (primarily Kv3.1 but also KT) in shaping the differ-

ences in three E-features (APwidth, AHP depth, spike frequency)

between three inhibitory subclasses.

Cross-class conductance differences should lead to differ-

ences in E-features between classes, with each subclass, in

principle, possessing a unique electrophysiological signature

across a set of related features. Experimentally, pairwise com-

parison of E-features differentiates the three inhibitory sub-
(D) Analysis of sag in the E-responses. Sag_ratio (Table S2) comparison at�80 pA

which models were generated, and (right) the corresponding model responses.

(E) Pairwise comparison between L5 IT and PT models reveals elevated somatic,

(with the same Hcn1, Scn8a expression pattern between the 2 classes; line, mea

(F) Experimental E-features comparison between L5 IT and PT cells (line, mean;

statistical significance: *p < 0.05, **p < 10�2, ***p < 10�3, adjusted for a false dis
classes: Pvalb exhibits characteristically tight AP waveforms

(AP width, AHP depth) and rapid firing (spike frequency, spike

frequency-current or f-I relationship) while Vip exhibits wider

AP waveform and slower firing resembling excitatory neurons

(Figure 3D, top row). The model simulations performed under

identical conditions as patch-clamp experiments (i.e., DC

stimulus amplitude and duration; Figure 3D, bottom row)

agree with the experimental data, with absolute values of the

E-features as well as between-class relationships conserved be-

tween experiments and models. For example, the relationship

for the AP width (Dt) is conserved (Dt(Pvalb) < Dt(Sst) < Dt(Vip))

between experiments and models, with Pvalb exhibiting the

smallest AP width (median, interquartile range; models: 0.22,

0.05 ms; experiments: 0.23, 0.06 ms), then Sst (models: 0.36,

0.23 ms; experiments: 0.42, 0.16 ms) and, finally, Vip (models:

0.52, 0.30 ms; experiments: 0.63, 0.31 ms). Similar observations

are made for AHP depth, spike frequency, and f-I slope. We

conclude that the single-cell models of three inhibitory sub-

classes (1) link electrophysiology and morphology data (model

training set) to specific conductance profiles they did not train

on, predicting the expression profile of specific ion channel

genes as measured by single-cell RNA-seq, (2) link conduc-

tances differentiating between the major inhibitory subclasses

with key E-features that also separate these subclasses, and

(3) capture between-class differences as well as within-class

variability as measured experimentally.

Next, we asked what all-active models of excitatory sub-

classes can say about differences in conductance levels and

to what extent these differences can explain divergent sub-

class-specific E-features. We looked at glutamatergic IT versus

PT neurons and three distinct subclasses, L4 IT, L5 IT, and L5

PT neurons (Figures 4A and 4B). Comparing the differentiating

genes, the ion channel-related genes or the ion channel-related

genes of conductances included in our models between the

excitatory subclasses, it is impossible to determine meaningful

differences and predict how gene-based differences will mani-

fest on E-features a priori (Figure S6). Specifically for L4 IT versus

L5 PT neurons, pairwise comparison across conductance vec-

tors of L4 IT versus L5 PTmodels shows a statistically significant

difference in Ih, with L5 PT models exhibiting an elevated Ih

conductance over the L4 IT models. Informed by the model-

based prediction, we compared the gene expression in the sin-

gle-cell RNA-seq data between Nr5a1 (L4 IT) and L5 Rbp4 (L5

PT) cells and found that expression agrees with the model

conductance trend (i.e., L5 PT cells exhibit elevated HCN1

expression compared to L4 IT cells) (Figure 4C). We then asked

whether this variation can explain differences in the electrophys-

iology between L4 IT and L5 PT neurons. The E-feature linked to

Ih is the sag response to a hyperpolarizing current injection

(Hogan and Poroli, 2008; Kalmbach et al., 2018a). Looking at sa-

g_ratio (Table S2), L5 PT cells exhibit significantly larger sag
between (left) all cells of the twoCre lines, (center) the subset of experiments for

apical h channel, and transient axonal Na conductance density for L5 PT cells

n; error bar, 95% confidence interval)

error bar, 95% confidence interval). Statistical testing: Mann-Whitney U test;

covery rate (FDR) of 5%.
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response than L4 IT for all of the experiments as well as the sub-

set of the modeled cells (Figure 4D). Also, when looking at the

models, we also see a sag response significantly more pro-

nounced for L5 PT than for L4 IT models, a result of their

increased Ih conductance. We conclude that the all-active

models reflect the h-channel differences observed between

excitatory subclasses via single-cell RNA-seq (without being

trained on this dataset at any point), while also tying the Ih

conductance to E-features that distinguish between the sub-

classes such as the sag response.

We also looked at L5 IT versus PT cells, two distinct popula-

tions in terms of cellular properties as well as conductance vec-

tors (Figure 2F). Pairwise comparison reveals a significantly

higher somatic and apical Ih conductance as well as transient

axonal Na conductance for L5 PT versus IT models (Figure 4E).

The gene closest related to NaT is Scn8a, which encodes tran-

sient axonal Na conductance (Goldin et al., 2000; Katz et al.,

2018; Raman et al., 1997). Comparing NaT conductance and

Scn8a expression, we found agreement in the effect direction

as well as statistical significance, with L5 PT exhibiting elevated

NaT conductance and Scn8a expression compared to IT neu-

rons (Figure S8). We then compared experimental E-features be-

tween L5 IT and PT neurons and found evidence in support of the

conductance differences. Beyond the pronounced sag_ratio of

L5 PT neurons explained by their elevated Ih, we also found

that L5 PT neurons exhibit a decreased AP width and an

increased f-I slope over IT neurons, even if their AP amplitude

is similar (Figure 4F). This E-feature pattern can be explained

by an increased transient Na conductance along the axon initial

segment of L5 PT neurons (Katz et al., 2018; Noujaim et al., 2012;

Raman et al., 1997; Royeck et al., 2008; Sittl et al., 2011) We

summarize that the all-active models capture key properties of

excitatory subclasses (L4 IT, L5 IT, and L5 PT), offering a statis-

tical way to link transcriptomics with divergent E-features via

specific ion conductances (in this case, Ih and NaT).

How are the differences observed between subclasses mani-

fested in their ability to process information in the brain? Synap-

tic input in vivo occurs along the extended neuronal morphology.

Superficial ( layer 2/3 or L2/3) versus deep (L5) Pyr neurons are

distinct in E-features (Figure 2E). Further analysis and pairwise

comparison of the conductance vectors reveals a statistically

significant difference only in the Ih conductance between L2/3

and L5 Pyr models, with elevated Ih observed along the den-

drites of L5 models (Figure 5A). We tested this model-based pre-

diction on the single-cell RNA-seq dataset and found that,

indeed, pairwise comparison of the differential expression in

HCN1-3 exhibited elevated expression of HCN1 in deep versus

superficial Pyr neurons (Figure 5A).

To test how synaptic integration is affected by Ih, we set up

simulations placing synapses along the apical dendrites of the

two subclasses, activated them individually, and measured

the somatic postsynaptic response (Figure 5B). We looked at

the change in excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) proper-

ties for two scenarios: a ‘‘dendrite-only’’ versus a ‘‘soma-only’’

synaptic activation scenario—in other words, by using the

same temporal synaptic activation but changing the location of

the impinging synaptic input from dendritic (dendrite-only) to

purely somatic (soma-only) (Figure 5C). Importantly, both sce-
10 Cell Reports 40, 111176, August 9, 2022
narios were instantiated along the same reconstructed

morphology. Next, we compared the somatic responses be-

tween L2/3 and L5 Pyr models to find cross-class differences

in the somatic EPSP response (Figure 5D). The trends we report

are not morphology specific as somatic response comparison is

always done in the same morphology for soma-only versus

dendrite-only input. While L23 versus L5 Pyr morphologies differ,

the measure we chose looks at the relative effect for a given

morphology and then compares trends between the two cell

classes. Comparison between dendritic versus somatic synaptic

input shows that deep neurons exhibit smaller change in somatic

postsynaptic response amplitude, width, and latency compared

to when the synaptic input is directly injected into the soma (Fig-

ure 5D). This trendwas robust across cases and apical distances

from soma where synaptic input was presented (distance from

soma 40–200 mm). This difference between deep and superficial

excitatory cells helps compensate for the more extended

morphology of deep neurons by making them electrotonically

more compact. It agrees with studies showing that Ih counter-

acts the distance-dependent capacitive filtering of synaptic

input as it propagates from dendrite to soma (Dembrow et al.,

2015; Kalmbach et al., 2018b; Magee, 1999; Rall, 1967; Stuart

and Spruston, 1998). Also, the differences in EPSP integration

between the two excitatory subclasses are supported by the

simulations without claiming that one of the subclasses has

zero dendritic Ih (see, for example, Kalmbach et al., 2018b);

both subclasses clearly have Ih in their apical dendrite and ex-

press HCN1 (Figure 5A). This graded effect is typically difficult

to establish and shows up in our work because of the availability

of large numbers of high-quality models. We conclude that the Ih

conductance differences observed along the dendrites of

all-active models affect their EPSP integration properties in a

subclass-specific manner, an observation also supported by ex-

periments in cortical neurons.

All-active models versus other biophysical model
representations
All-active models offer enhanced biophysical realism in the form

of dendritic and axonal ion channels as well as spikes initiated

at the AIS for excitatory cells while also accurately capturing

experimental E-features in the presence of reconstructed mor-

phologies (Figure 6A). However, it is unclear how distinct the

all-active models are with respect to other biophysical represen-

tations. We compared the all-active models with a class of

models limiting the presence of ion channels to the soma region

(e.g., perisomatic models; Gouwens et al., 2018; see also STAR

Methods) that, for example, fail to generate spikes at the AIS

(Figures 6B and 6C). When comparing all-active to perisomatic

models originating from the same experiments (thus, represent-

ing the same electrophysiology and morphology data), we

observed that both model types capture experimental features

comparably well (Figure 6D). This, however, by nomeans implies

similarity in the underlying model (e.g., in their conductance vec-

tors). All-active versus perisomatic models exhibit different ion

channel conductance levels along their morphology. For

example, various Na+ and K+ conductances show differences

at the soma for both spiny and aspiny cells (Figure 6E). The

same applies to the AIS since perisomatic models by design



Figure 5. Increased apical Ih leads to preservation of synaptic patterns in deep versus superficial pyramidal (Pyr) neurons

(A) Left: Pairwise comparison between L2/3 and L5 excitatory models across conductances. Right: Single-cell transcriptomics comparison.

(B) Simulation of synaptic activation along the apical dendrites of L23 and L5 Pyr neurons. Individual synapses are distributed and activated along the apical

dendrite, and their postsynaptic effect is measured at the soma. Incoming presynaptic spikes along the apical dendrite (left column) and the resultant post-

synaptic somatic depolarization (right column) for a single cell (CellID: 488679042).

(C) Postsynaptic somatic depolarization for superficial and deep Pyr cell types normalized by the peak postsynaptic potential (PSP) amplitude when the synapse

is at soma (line: mean; shaded area: standard deviation; green: L2/3 Pyrmodels; purple: L5 Pyrmodels; 15 L2/3models: 33 L5models;mean peak PSP amplitude

of 0.75 mV and 0.56 mV for L2/3 and L5 models, respectively; synapse location: at soma and �90 mm from soma on the apical dendrites).

(D) Comparing against the nominal case (e.g., postsynaptic event if presynaptic spike was directly injected into the soma), the percentage change in somatic

postsynaptic attributes (left to right: somatic PSP response amplitude, width, and latency) as function of synapse location along the apical dendrite (line, mean;

error bar, standard deviation).
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do not account for active conductances anywhere else except

the soma.

We already showed that differences in specific conductances

in all-active models can explain divergent E-features between

excitatory and inhibitory subclasses (Figures 3 and 4) and affect
synaptic integration (Figure 5). What about differences in con-

ductances between models trained on the same experimental

data? We used the Sobol-based sensitivity analysis to disen-

tangle the role of individual conductances on E-features and

observed that different conductance vectors between all-active
Cell Reports 40, 111176, August 9, 2022 11



Figure 6. All-active models offer increased bio-realism

(A) Performance of 112 spiny, 109 aspiny, and 5 sparsely spiny all-active models. Left: E-features for the best models ranked according to performance (Z score)

during training. Right: The histogram of the training error (Z score) for each E-feature and the associated lognormal fit.

(legend continued on next page)
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and perisomatic models result in differential contributions of in-

dividual conductances to several E-features (Figures 6F and

S7). Model predictions on how axonal and somatic conduc-

tances affect spike shape and excitability are drastically different

between them. For all-active models, the AP width is equally

affected by the axonal Kv3.1 and somatic transient Na+ conduc-

tance, while perisomatic models predict that somatic Kv3.1

plays the dominant role. Kv channels are important determinants

of axonal membrane excitability contributing to spike initiation,

shape, and temporal patterning (Rudy and McBain, 2001).

Experimental studies show how Kv3 conductances can strongly

impair spike repolarization and high-frequency firing in cortical

subclasses. The unique properties of Kv3 channels enable sus-

tained high-frequency firing by facilitating the recovery of tran-

sient Na channel inactivation and by minimizing the duration of

the afterhyperpolarization in neocortical neurons. While not as

visible on the initial firing rate, it strongly reduces firing frequency

later during depolarizing steps (Erisir et al., 1999; Atzori et al.,

2001). The effect of Kv3 has been predominantly reported in

fast spiking GABAergic neurons (Rowan et al., 2014), with

different subclasses exhibiting differential Kv3 expression

(Chow et al., 1999). While experimental studies show that Kv3

is also expressed in cortical Pyr neurons (Akemann et al.,

2004), the role of these conductances in non-fast spiking cells

is enigmatic. The sensitivity analysis in all-active models

(Figures 6E and 6F) raises an interesting possibility: While tran-

sient K, persistent K, and Kv3.1 conductances are present in

comparable levels along the AIS and somata, Kv3.1 along the

AIS is particularly important for shaping E-features such as the

AHP depth and interspike interval (ISI) variability of spiny cells

(Pedroarena, 2011). In general, we observe that the five

E-features are affected by a combination of axonal and somatic

conductances, whereas the perisomatic models, per design,

only account for somatic contributions (often by different

conductances). We conclude that while different types of bio-

physical models may perform comparably well on trained fea-

tures, their ability to recapitulate key aspects of experimental

electrophysiology, generalize and, in such manner, give rise to

emergent properties, significantly depends on model setup

and abstraction level.

DISCUSSION

We present a computational optimization workflow for the en

masse generation and evaluation of bio-realistic andmorpholog-

ically accurate single-cell models with active conductances

along their morphology (all-active) for 230 in vitro experiments
(B) Reconstructed neuron morphology (CellID: 483101699).

(C) Both all-active (blue) and perisomatic (red) models capture the experimental (

from the AIS; in perisomatic models, spikes start at the soma. Arrows denote the p

depict the direction of spike propagation. Dt : = tisoma � tiaxon , for the ith spike,

(D) Performance of all models on E-features (x axis: experimentally measured fea

the feature from a single stimulus protocol. Data along the diagonal of each pan

(E) Parameter combinations for all-active models for spiny (left) and aspiny (right)

deviation).

(F) The relative contribution of AIS and somatic ion channel conductances for eac

perturbation: 10% about optimized value; relative contribution of each conductan

10 excitatory cells (bar: mean; error bar: standard deviation).
from the mouse visual cortex. We use this workflow to generate

9,200 single-cell models across experiments and select either

the best model or a population of best models (HOF) to represent

measurements from single cells. The number of models allowed

us to integrate across cell-type taxonomies and establish causal

links in a multimodal dataset that consists of morphology, elec-

trophysiology, and transcriptomics.

To assess the all-active models, we used two approaches.

First, we looked at the best model compared to a specific sin-

gle-cell experiment and, second, we looked into the 40 HOF

models. While the best model represents a solution with the

smallest training error, the 39 other HOF models generalize

equally well. This points to a single experiment reflected in a fam-

ily of models of similar performance rather than the existence of a

single, optimal one. We also saw that the conductance vectors

exhibit significantly smaller dispersion within an experiment

than across major cell classes. It follows that a distinct conduc-

tance vector representation emerged amongmodels representa-

tive of eachmajor cell class.We then askedwhether the all-active

models also capture more refined excitatory and inhibitory sub-

classes and found that, indeed,the conductance vectors sepa-

rated between distinct subclasses and, importantly, did so the

same way as experimental data (E-features and transcriptomics).

Models can link seemingly disparate observations since all pa-

rameters are accessible to the experimentalist. By generating a

large population of all-active models, we show that differences

between models solely trained on E-features predict differen-

tially expressed genes related to specific conductances. These

results are experimentally validated by transcriptomics. Specif-

ically, between three major inhibitory subclasses, Pvalb, Sst,

and Vip, all-active models predicted differences in Kv3.1

(gPvalb > gSst > gVip ) supported by transcriptomics. Separately,

we saw that E-features related to Kv3.1 also separate the three

inhibitory classes, offering a causal relationship between the

differences observed in the genotype (i.e., genes related to

Kv3.1) and phenotype (i.e., cell classes separated by sets of

E-features). All-active models of excitatory classes capture the

difference in sag response also observed experimentally be-

tween L4 IT and L5 PT cells. Pairwise comparison between

models of the two subclasses predicted a difference in Ih

conductance, an observation that was validatedwhenwe looked

at the expression of the HCN1 gene. We used the same

approach in another comparison, between L5 IT and PT cells,

two distinct subclasses in terms of cellular properties and

conductance vectors. Again, pairwise comparisons between

models of each subclass predicted differences in Ih but also in

the axonal Na conductance. We found a difference in sag
black) somatic voltage response, but for all-active models, spikes are initiated

ropagation direction of the spike. Right: Simulated recordings at AIS and soma

is positive for all-active models and negative for perisomatic.

ture; y axis: model-produced feature after training). Each point corresponds to

el reflect 1-to-1 agreement with experimental values.

are different from their perisomatic counterpart (bar, mean; error bar, standard

h intracellular somatic feature derived from the sensitivity analysis (parameter

ce expressed in terms of Sobol indices). Results shown for all-active models of
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response between L5 IT and PT cells linked to Ih, with several dif-

ferences in experimental AP features in line with differences in

axonal Na as predicted by the models. We conclude that the

all-active models can unravel causal links between multimodal

data not just on modalities they trained on but, importantly,

also on modalities they did not train on that emerged from the

optimization procedure.

An algorithm emerged to select candidate genes and ion

channels responsible for the E-feature differences between

two cell subclasses. It consists of the following seven steps: (1)

generate models for each subclass based on E-features and

reconstructed morphologies; (2) compare across the entire

conductance vector between models of different cell classes;

(3) assess the statistical significance of each conductance differ-

ence; (4) look for statistically significant conductance differences

between subclasses; (5) look at differential expression (here, sin-

gle-cell RNA-seq) for supporting evidence to determine whether

difference in a conductance is related to differential expression in

a related gene; (6) perform sensitivity analysis using the all-active

models of the specific cell type to look for E-features that the

conductance mostly affects, for the same conductance; (7)

look at experiments and models for mutually supporting trends

for the E-features the specific conductance mostly affects.

We use the all-activemodels to uncover relationships of dispa-

rate data modalities between and across cell classes. An equally

important aim for models is to integrate different types of exper-

iments of the same data modality (e.g., integrate between so-

matic and dendritic electrophysiology experiments) to attempt

and produce themost accuratemodel of that particular cell class

(or even specific cell/experiment; see, for example, Hay et al.,

2011; Shai et al., 2015). The all-active models also offer a good

starting point for such studies. For example, one can specify

an additional stage of optimizations focusing on a particular

ion conductance of interest in a single or a subset of existing

all-active models (e.g., using dendritic experiments to constrain

dendritic E-features). This process will yield models that inte-

grate multiple data modalities and experimental observations

at the soma and the dendrite of interest. Using the all-active

models, such refinement will not start from scratch but may be

added ‘‘on top’’ of existing models. This greatly reduces the

complication and computational cost of such optimizations

(e.g., optimizing 3–4 dendritic parameters of particular interest

rather than re-running an optimization for R60 parameters).

This can be done en masse using the hundreds of models we

created for every cell subclass.

Limitations of the study
We used all-active models to determine conductance differ-

ences in a statistical manner. The outcome will be affected

by salient versus more subtle differences in terms of

E-features: Major ion channel expression differences between

subclasses will be reflected in terms of E-features and carry

over to the models and conductance vectors. However, the

larger the difference in a specific conductance between two

subclasses, the better the chance this difference will show in

the pairwise comparison. Also, the more a specific conduc-

tance affects a single, specified E-feature, the more promi-

nently it will be accounted for by the optimization (since models
14 Cell Reports 40, 111176, August 9, 2022
are trained and validated on E-features and morphology). Con-

ductances that remain ‘‘silent’’ during our experiments are

going to be tougher to capture. In addition, the choice of sensi-

tivity analysis is crucial to assess the impact of individual

conductances on E-features. While such methods are well es-

tablished for linear systems, their application becomes prob-

lematic for nonlinear processes and interactions as occurring

in biophysically realistic, conductance-based models. The

development of such tools is an important but underappreci-

ated part of computational neuroscience.

A strength of all-active models is the presence of active con-

ductances along the morphology, yet most E-features are

measured in one location, the soma. In the absence of dendritic

recordings, model parametrization in these distal sections is un-

der-constrained (Larkumet al., 2009; Shai et al., 2015; Stuart and

Spruston, 1998; Stuart et al., 1999). When dendritic recordings

become available at scale, they will offer a useful dataset for

setting up and constraining all-active models using an optimiza-

tion framework very similar to the current one.

Conclusions
We present a computational optimization workflow for the en

masse generation and evaluation of bio-realistic and morpho-

logically accurate single-cell models with active conductances

along their entire morphology. We show that all-active models

preserve subclass relationships despite biological and experi-

mental variability and offer two lines of support: the preserva-

tion of decision boundaries between broad subclasses for ex-

periments and models (including HOF models), and the

classification of subclasses based on conductance vectors.

The generation of families of models representative of major

cortical classes allows us to ask how these distinct classes

differentiate across data modalities. Beyond a significant

advancement in high-performance computing related to sin-

gle-cell biophysics, the ability to search for causal relationships

within and between cell types across data modalities offers a

deeper understanding of the definition and functional implica-

tion of cell types in the brain.
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Deposited data

Single-cell Transcriptomic Data Allen Institute for Brain Science https://portal.brain-map.org/atlases-

and-data/rnaseq

Single-Cell Electrophysiology and Morphology Allen Institute for Brain Science https://celltypes.brain-map.org/

Single-neuron biophysical perisomatic models Allen Institute for Brain Science https://portal.brain-map.org/explore/

models/perisomatic-single-neurons

Software and algorithms

Python Python.org RRID: SCR_008394

Neuron 7.5 Simulator NEURON RRID: SCR_005393

scikit-learn: machine learning in Python http://scikit-learn.org RRID:SCR_002577

Brain Modeling Toolkit Allen Institute for Brain Science https://github.com/AllenInstitute/bmtk

Allen Institute Software Development Kit Allen Institute for Brain Science http://github.com/AllenInstitute/AllenSDK

Blue Brain Optimization Toolbox (BluePyOpt) Blue Brain Project https://github.com/BlueBrain/BluePyOpt

Electrophys Feature Extraction Library (eFEL) Blue Brain Project https://github.com/BlueBrain/eFEL

Neuron Morphology Analysis Toolkit (NeuroM) Blue Brain Project https://github.com/BlueBrain/NeuroM

Uncertainpy: A Python Toolbox for Uncertainty

Quantification

Tennøe et al. (2018) https://github.com/simetenn/uncertainpy

All-active Modeling Workflow This manuscript https://github.com/AllenInstitute/All-active-Workflow

Clustering, Classification, RNA-seq data analysis,

Simulation, Visualization and All-active Models

This manuscript https://github.com/AllenInstitute/All-active-Manuscript
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Costas A.

Anastassiou (costas.anastassiou@gmail.com, costasa@alleinstitute.org, costas.anastassiou@cshs.org).

Materials availability
The all-active single-neuronmodels aswell as the single-cell RNAseq data used in thismanuscript are publicly available for download

(see Key resources table). This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
d This paper analyzes existing, publicly available data. The accession numbers for the datasets are listed in the key resources

table.

d The automated staged optimization workflow is available as a python package (All-active Workflow), with BluePyOpt being the

main procedure for the evolutionary multi-objective optimization. The data analysis, visualization and the all-active models

developed in this work have been deposited in a separate repository. All code is publicly accessible as of the date of publica-

tion. DOIs are listed in the key resources table.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Acute brain slices were prepared from male or female mice between the ages of P45 to P70 that expressed Ai14 and crossed with a

specific Cre driver line. Mice are group-housed (5 per cage) inmicro ventilated cageswith a 12 h light/dark cycle. Purina Lab diet 5001

mouse food and water are given ad libitum. Cells from the following driver lines are used for model generation: Vipr2-IRES2-Cre,

Ndnf-IRES2-dgCre, Nos1-CreERT2, Pvalb-IRES-Cre, Nkx2-1-CreERT2, Sst-IRES-Cre, Chrna2-Cre_OE25, Oxtr-T2A-Cre, Htr3a-

Cre_NO152, Vip-IRES-Cre, Ctgf-T2A-dgCre, Slc17a6-IRES-Cre, Slc32a1-IRES-Cre, Tlx3-Cre_PL56, Scnn1a-Tg2-Cre, Scnn1a-

Tg3-Cre, Nr5a1-Cre, Esr2-IRES2-Cre, Rbp4-Cre_KL100, Ntsr1-Cre_GN220, Rorb-IRES2-Cre, Cux2-CreERT2.
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METHOD DETAILS

Slice electrophysiology and morphology reconstructions
The electrophysiology and morphology data are part of the Allen Cell-Types Database (2015). Whole cell patch clamp recordings

were performed on single neurons in prepared slices from adult mouse visual cortex. Fluorescence illumination was used to identify

the Cre-positive neurons based on tdTomato fluorescence. Time series for the voltage response under stimuli of varied amplitude

and duration for standardized set of protocols (step, ramp, colored noise) are collected in an.nwb (Teeters et al., 2015) format at

34+C and corrected for liquid junction potential (� 14 mV). Following the recording protocols the neurons are filled with biocytin,

present in the intracellular patch electrode. Sections are processed using 3,30-diaminobenzidine (DAB) peroxidase substrate kit to

identify recorded neurons filled with biocytin. Serial images (633 magnification) through biocytin-filled neurons are evaluated for

quality, and cells that passed a quality threshold are entered in a detailedmorphological analysis workflow. The dendritic morphology

of each neuron is identified as either aspiny, sparsely spiny or spiny. Reconstructions are generated for a subset of neurons using a

3D Visualization-Assisted Analysis (Vaa3D) (Peng et al., 2014) workflow. Separately, the automated 3D reconstruction results are

manually curated using the Mozak extension of Vaa3D and subsequently saved in the swc format. The electrophysiology and

morphology procedures along with the immunohistological staining are detailed in the technical white papers of the cell-types data-

base (2015).

Single cell RNA sequencing and expression analysis
Materials and methods used for single cell RNA collection and sequencing are described in (Tasic et al., 2016). Briefly, single cells

from visual cortex of adult transgenic mice were labeled and isolated by FACS (fluorescence activated sorting). SMART-Seq Ultra

Low Input RNA Kit for Illumina Sequencing was used for cDNA synthesis of single-cell RNA and subsequent amplification. Further

downstream analysis involved aligning reads and QC. This data is freely available through the Allen Brain Atlas data portal (https://

portal.brain-map.org/atlases-and-data/rnaseq).

The broad subclass definition used throughout this paper consists of three primary inhibitory lines, Pvalb basket cells, Sst, and Vip

bipolar inhibitory cells. A fourth fourth excitatory class ‘Pyr’ is composed of spiny Rorb-Ires2, Scnn1a-Tg2,3, Nr5a1 and Rbp4 cells.

For classification and comparison between classes, a target subclass, broad or refined, is required to have at least 10 member cells.

We used the cell-type mappings (morpho-electric or ME type to transcriptomic refined subclass) derived in (Gouwens et al., 2019)

to reconcile between the different datasets, namely RNA-seq and morpho-electric data. We performed additional filtering to ensure

consistency in comparing classes across the two datasets. First, we labeled Cre-lines in the ME data not sampled in the RNA-seq

data as ‘Other’ (Figure 1B) and did not used them in any cell class definitions. The only exception to this rule is Rorb-Ires2-Cre, a

member of the Pyr class, since a significant portion of these cells were sampled duringmodel generation. For the analysis of the inhib-

itory classes, we kept the comparisons limited to basket cells within the Pvalb class (by filtering out Chandelier cells, i.e. Pvalb-Vipr2

labeled cells with qualitative morphology label ‘Chandelier’).

Single cell model generation and analysis
The biophysical models are simulated in the NEURON 7.5 (Hines and Carnevale, 1997) simulation environment via python interface

(Hines et al., 2009) with variable time step integration. Due to the inconsistencies in the axonal reconstructions, we have uniformly

replaced the axons (irrespective of their presence in the swc file (Ascoli et al., 2001)) with a 60 mm stub that has a diameter of

1 mm. We did so after using Import3d_SWC_read() function to read the morphology file (swc format) in NEURON. For model gener-

ation we used a combination of the following active ion channels: Ih, NaT, NaP, KT, KP, Kv2, Kv3.1, SK, Im, CaLVA, CaHVA for apical,

basal dendrites, soma and AIS. At exploratory stages of the workflow design, we found that optimizing the entire parameter vector

(43 variables) in a single stage led to poorer convergence. We attribute this to improper setting of the passive properties with models

exhibiting particular sensitivity to these parameters. To address this point, we used separate optimization stages with the first one

(Stage 0) focusing on passive parameters only, i.e. cm, Ra, gpas, epas. Stage 0 thus aims at optimizing the baseline response prop-

erties of the model though the same passive parameters remain optimization targets in the subsequent optimization stages. In addi-

tion, we also observed that lumping the h-channel conductance as well as other active channels in a single optimization stage and

adding the deviation between the model and experimental sag to the objective vector resulted in the suprathreshold component of

the error vector dominating the resultant model generations. To address this issue, we introduced a separate optimization stage for

the h-channel conductance (Stage 1) followed by a third stage that includes the rest of the active channels (Stage 2).

We used a 1s long dc current step for eliciting the neural response in experiments andmodels. In total, we use 15 electrophysiology

features over 3 stages: resting potential before and after current injection (voltage base, steady state voltage), average membrane

potential during stimulation (voltage deflection), spike frequency, ISI slope, adaptation index, time-to-first-spike, AP amplitude

and width, AHP depth (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1283474). Models are evaluated against the experimental features with

respect to z-score = jfi �mi j
si

, where the feature value fi is measured from the output traces of the models while mi and si are the exper-

imentallymeasuredmean and standard deviation, respectively, for the targeted electrophysiology features. From the definition, when

z-score = 1, model and experiments are within one standard deviation of the experiment. The experimental standard deviation for

each feature is calculated over repetitions of the same stimulus; in absence of repetition, we use 5% of the mean as the default stan-

dard deviation. During training we use the force_max_score = True option in the efeature module of BluePyOpt such that maximum
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error, i.e., z-score for any objective between model and experiment is bounded by 250. A common example when this option will be

triggered is when in comparison to a spiking trace in the experiment the model for the same stimulus produces a subthreshold

response. The 3-stage all-active model optimization workflow looks as follows:

1. Stage 0: fit passive membrane properties of the model along the entire single-cell morphology on subthreshold, non-spiking

features of an experiment for a number of stimulation amplitudes (# of training objectives = 43 # subthreshold traces; # gen-

erations = 50; # seeds = 1),

2. Stage 1: include the h-channel conductance and re-fit along the entire single-cell morphology on subthreshold experimental

features (# of training objectives = 53 # subthreshold traces; # generations = 50; # seeds = 1). We selected h-channels to

include in the intermediate stage to fully characterize the subthreshold responses before exposing the models to the battery

of stimulus driving spiking behavior.

3. Stage 2: fit all active Na+, K+ and Ca++ conductances on subthreshold and spiking features for a number of experimental stim-

ulus amplitudes (# training objectives = 113 2 spiking traces + spikecount at rheobase trace and the maximal subthreshold

trace; # generations = 200; # seeds = 4).

We have released this optimization workflow as a python package (https://github.com/AllenInstitute/All-active-Workflow) and the

staged workflow can be easily configured via nested json schemas.

The list of parameters, their description as well as their bounds and the stimulus set used at each stage to inform the optimization is

detailed in Tables S1-S3. Using this model optimization workflow, approximately 600,000 models are tested during the development

stage. It follows that this procedure is associated with a significant computational demand, i.e. the CPU demand per cell at the in-

house computing cluster is 26± 11 hours on a 25632:2 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2630v4 processor rack for a 2:1 offspring to core ratio. We

tested and deployed the same optimization workflow in 3 other computing systems: Amazon Web Services EC2, NERSC and Blue

Brain 5 Supercomputers (Figure S9). However, we were able to drastically improve the computation demand (approx. by factor 8–10)

by adding a timeout functionality to the evolutionary algorithm subroutine, where models for which their evaluation surpassed the set

timeout parameter are rejected with maximum score across all objectives (Figure S10).

The model generation has a final validation stage - where the models go through the entire stimulus battery of the corresponding

experiment. In particular, we calculate two more metrics along with the average training error (z-score) across all the objectives,

namely, Feature average Train : the Feature Average Generalization, which is the average z-score of the 15 features used in the opti-

mization for all the 1 s long DC stimuli not part of the training set in Stage 2. Finally, we also calculated the ratio of the trial-to-trial

explained variance (EV) (Gouwens et al., 2018; Teeter et al., 2018) of the spike times for colored noise, a stimulus type the model

has not seen at any level of the model generation. The EV is defined as

EV =
s2ðrexpÞ+s2ðrmodelÞ � s2ðrexp � rmodelÞ

s2ðrexpÞ+s2ðrmodelÞ 3 100

where s2 is the variance of the Peri Stimulus Histogram (PSTH) denoted by r. The experiment rexp and model rmodel are calculated by

convolving the respective spike trains with a gaussian curve at a bin window of 10 ms. We report these metrics for all 40 hall of fame

models across the 4 seeds.

We have also published a jupyter notebook where we include examples of how to use these all-active models and extend them to

include even more complicated biophysics, e.g., backpropagating action potential (bAP). Thus, the all-active models can also be

used as a good starting point or ‘‘basis models’’ that, in a second step, can be tailored accordingly to specific needs and

mechanisms.

Postsynaptic potential (PSP) simulation with synapses
Themodels developed here are consistent with the Allen Institute biophysical format and thus, can be simulated in a network in pres-

ence of synapses using Brain Modeling Toolkit (bmtk). The PSP simulation results shown in Figures 5C and 5D are computed for

excitatory synapses with standard parameterization. In short, we used NEURON’s Exp2Syn mechanism with the following param-

eters: tau1 = 1 ms, tau2 = 3 ms, Erev = 0 mV and gsyn = 1e-4.

Classification and dimensionality reduction
In Figures 2C and 2D we used the UMAP transform (github.com/lmcinnes/umap) with nneighbors = 10 , again in a pipeline with the sci-

kit-learn StandardScaler(). To enable comparisons between experiments andmodels for embedded electrophysiological features (at

the maximal 1 s long DC step current used in training), we learn the manifold on the experimental features and use the transform()

method in UMAP to force ’new data’ (model ephys features) in the same 2D space. We use scikit-learn KMeans() for an unsupervised

clustering of the reduced ephys features and consequently draw the decision boundary by assigning cluster tag by sampling uni-

formly from the 2D grid. The optimal no. of clusters in KMeans is determined using the gap statistic (Tibshirani et al., 2001).

We used the Random-Forest classifier (RandomForestClassifier()) within Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) library for our clas-

sification results in Figure S8. To construct the different combinations of feature vectors we employed the ephys features used in

training for model generation, morphological features, and, finally, the model parameter set with least training error. For
e3 Cell Reports 40, 111176, August 9, 2022
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morphological feature extraction and analysis we used the python package NeuroM (Palacios et al., 2016) to extract the following

features from the input .swc reconstructions: soma_surface, soma_radius, and length, area, volume, taper_rate for all the neurites

(tree of sections), i.e., apical, basal dendrite, axon. For model-based feature construction we only consider parameters shared by

all cells to prevent trivial differences between excitatory and inhibitory cells from dominating the outcome (e.g., no apical dendrites

for aspiny/sparsely spiny cell reconstructions or differences in conductance recipe, Table S1, built into the model generation

pipeline). We use a standard data augmentation technique of including 20 hof models when training the classifier for the model

parameter-only feature set. The five feature sets in Figure S8C comprise of 7, 23, 25, 41 features each. F1 score is reported on a

stratified test set with 70–30 train-test split of the data and averaged over 3 independent shuffles; The importance of a feature

(Figure S8A) simply corresponds to average reduction in gini impurity for nodes that use that specific feature.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All statistical analysis were performed in python using the statsmodels (Seabold et al., 2010) and DABEST (Ho et al., 2019) packages.

Mann-Whitney U-test is used extensively to compare conductance densities and gene expression across cell-types and statistical

significance are indicated as: *: p-val < 0.05, **: p-val < 10�2, ***: p-val < 10�3 after adjusting for a False Discovery Rate (FDR) of 5%.

The effect size between distributions were computed using the Cliff’s delta statistic.
Cell Reports 40, 111176, August 9, 2022 e4
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Supplementary Material 
 

Parameters Apical 
Dendrite 

Basal 
Dendrite Soma Axon Unit Modfile 

cm [0.5, 10] [0.5, 10] [0.5, 10] [0.5, 10] µFcm!" pas 

gpas [10!#, 10!"] [10!#, 10!"] [10!#, 10!"] [10!#, 10!"] Scm!" pas 

epas [−120,−60] [−120,−60] [−120,−60] [−120,−60] mV pas 

Ra [50, 200] [50, 200] [50, 200] [50, 200] Ωcm pas 

Ih [10!#, 10!$] [10!#, 10!$] [10!#, 10!$] - Scm!" Ih.mod 

NaT [0, 10!%] [0, 10!"] [0, 5] - Scm!" NaTs2_t.mod 

NaT - - - [0, 10] Scm!" NaTa_t.mod 

NaP - - [0, 1] [0, 5] Scm!" Nap_Et2.mod 

NaV - [10!#, 10!%] [10!#, 10!%] [10!#, 5] Scm!" NaV.mod 

KT - - [0, 1] [0, 1] Scm!" K_Tst.mod 

KP - - [0, 1] [0, 1] Scm!" K_Pst.mod 

Kv3.1 [0, 1] [0, 1] [0, 2] [0, 2] Scm!" Kv3_1.mod 

Kv2-like - - - [10!#, 10!%] Scm!" Kv2like.mod 

Im [10!#, 10!"] [10!#, 10!"] - - Scm!" Im.mod 

Imv2 - [10!#, 10!"] - - Scm!" Im_v2.mod 

SK - - [10!#, 10!%] [10!#, 10!%] Scm!" SK.mod 

CaHVA - - [10!#, 10!&] [10!#, 10!&] Scm!" Ca_HVA.mod 

CaLVA - - [10!#, 10!"] [10!#, 10!"] Scm!" Ca_LVA.mod 

gamma 
_CaDynamic

s 
- - [5

× 10!$, 0.05] 
[5
× 10!$, 0.05] 

 CaDynamics.mo
d 

decay 
_CaDynamic

s 
- - [20, 1000] [20, 1000] ms CaDynamics.mo

d 
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Table S1: Conductance density bounds for spiny/aspiny cells. Red and blue highlight across rows or 
columns represent specificity to excitatory (spiny) and inhibitory (aspiny) cells respectively. Note that none 
of the aspiny cell reconstructions in the Allen Cell-Types database has apical dendrite markings, thus the 
conductances on the apical dendrite in our models is specific to spiny cells. 
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Feature Name eFEL Name Type Description 

voltage_base voltage_base Numeric The average voltage during the last 
10% before stimulus onset in mV 

steady_state_voltage steady_state_voltage Numeric The average voltage after the stimulus 

voltage_deflection voltage_deflection 
_vb_sse Numeric 

The voltage deflection between voltage 
base and average voltage during the 
last 10% of the stimulus duration in mV. 

sag_amplitude sag_amplitude Numeric 
The difference between the minimal 
voltage and average voltage during the 
last 10% of the stimulus duration in mV. 

sag_ratio sag_ratio1 Numeric 
The ratio between the sag amplitude 
and the maximal sag extend from 
voltage base. 

decay_time_constant_ 
after_stim 

decay_time_constant 
_after_stim Numeric The decay time constant of the voltage 

right after the stimulus. 

Spikecount Spikecount Numeric Number of spikes in the trace, including 
outside of stimulus interval. 

spike frequency mean_frequency Numeric 

Mean frequency calculated as number 
of action potentials during stimulation 
divided by time between stimulus onset 
and last spike in Hz. 

time_to_first_spike time_to_first_spike Numeric Time to first spike in ms. 

AP_amplitude AP_amplitude_from 
_voltagebase Numeric Height at peak of action potential in mV 

from voltage base. Mean for all AP. 

AP_width AP_width Numeric Mean of width at -20 mV of AP in ms. 
Mean for all AP. 

AHP_depth AHP_depth Numeric 
Relative voltage values with respect to 
voltage_base at the first after-
hyperpolarization. Mean for all AP. 

adaptation_index2 adaptation_index2 Numeric 
Normalized average difference of two 
consecutive ISI starting from second 
ISI. 
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ISI_CV ISI_CV Boolean The coefficient of variation of the ISI. 

depolarization_ 
block depol_block Boolean True if depolarization block is detected 

during spiking. 

check_AISInitiation check_AISInitiation Boolean 
True if time difference between same 
AP recorded at axon and soma is 
positive False otherwise 

 

Table S2: Ephys features used at different stages during model generation workflow. sag_ratio1 is not 
used in the optimization but used in the comparison between Nr5a1 and Rbp4 Cre-lines in Figure 6 of the 
main manuscript. 
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Stage Parameters 
Frozen Param 

eters/Tolerance 
eFEL Features Stimulus 

Stage 0 
 

• cm  
• epas  
• gpas  
• Ra  

 

– , – 
 

• voltage_base  
• steady_state_voltage  
• voltage_deflection_vb_

sse 
• decay_time_constant 

_after_stim 

All depolarizing 
subthreshold 

Stage 1 • ḡIh None, ±50% eFEL Features at Stage 0+ 
• sag_amplitude 

All depolarizing 
subthreshold + all 
hyperpolarizing 
subthreshold 

Stage 2 

 
• ḡNaT, 

ḡNaP  
• ḡNaV  
• ḡKT, ḡKP  
• ḡKv3.1  
• ḡKv2like  
• ḡIm, ḡImv2  
• ḡSK  
• gamma/dec

ay_ 
CaDynamic
s 

None, ±50% 

• voltage_base  
• steady_state_voltage  
• mean_frequency  
• Spikecount  
• time_to_first_spike  
• AP_amplitude_ 

from_voltagebase  
• AP_width  
• AHP_depth  
• adaptation_index2  
• ISI_CV  
• depol_block 
• check_AISInitiation 

×2 spiking traces with 
maximal amplitude + 
Rheobase trace + 
Maximal subthreshold 

 

Table S3: Details of Optimization Workflow: We fit conductance densities (ḡ) on the primary neurites- 
apical, basal dendrites, soma and axon, with the assumption that these conductances are distributed 
uniformly across each section of the reconstructed morphology belonging to the neurite. 
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Figure S1: Taxonomies represented in the data used to generate the single cell models, Related to 
Figure 1. Four major cellular taxonomies are considered (left-to-right): morphological, Cre line-specific, 
morphoelectric (ME) and transcriptomic. Three morphological types are considered: aspiny, sparsely 
spiny and aspiny based on (Gouwens et al., 2019). Transgenic Cre lines crossed to Cre-reporter lines 
were used to genetically target specific groups of cells. The morphoelectric taxonomy is based on 
morphological as well as cellular electrophysiology properties following the analysis in (Gouwens et al., 
2019). Finally, the transcriptomic taxonomy is based on the transcriptomic profiles of single-cells where 
expression of each gene is quantified as counts over million reads (Tasic et al., 2016, 2018a). 
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\ 
 

Figure S2: Performance of representative single cell models across transcriptomic types, Related 
to Figure 1. From left to right, transcriptomic subclasses (only subclasses with at least 5 models are 
selected), morphology, experimental and model suprathreshold response, spike shape and fI curves are 
illustrated. The last two columns in the grid show the feature average (FA) at training and explained 
variance (EV) under colored noise stimulus. The representative model belongs to the cell located at the 
median of the feature average distribution of the member t-types. 
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Figure S3: Convergence of the optimization workflow for a ground truth solution, Related to 
Figure 1. The simulated response from the all-active model (CellID: 468193142) is fed to the workflow for 
a second round of model generation. This allows comparing the conductance vector of the starting model 
with the re-optimized model. (a) Comparison between subthreshold and suprathreshold responses (input 
model: red; re-optimized model: blue). (b) f-I curve and action potential waveforms for the input and re-
optimized model. (c) Scatter plot (top: 6 aspiny neurons – 2 each from Vip, Sst, Pvalb subclass, bottom: 3 
spiny or excitatory neurons) of the original model (fitted from experimental ephys recording) parameters 
overlaid with the re-optimized model (fitted from the simulation of the original model) parameters. Note 
that the majority of the conductance parameters exhibit convergence to their ground truth value indicating 
the efficacy of the optimization workflow.  
 
  

Input Model Reoptimized Model

(a) (b)

(c)
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Figure S4: Training and generalization of hall-of-fame (hof) models, Related to Figure 1-2. (a) 40 
hall of fame (hof) models are generated for each cell. (Left to right): response of hof models to 1s dc 
stimulus, short square triple pulse stimuli, ramp and noise stimulus. A number of E-features is extracted 
from the various stimuli (Table S2). (b) Feature average (computed in terms of z-score) and explained 
variance shown for 230 cells against the hof index (sorted according to training error of each cell). While 
the feature average exhibits an increasing trend (increasing error with hof index), explained variance (to 
untrained stimuli) is comparable across hof indices. 
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Figure S5: Parameter diversity across cortical cell classes, Related to Figure 2. (a) Similar to Figure 
2b, the dispersion matrix for the hall of fame parameters within and across cell for the 4 broad 
subclasses. The block diagonals for ’Pyr’ are compressed due to numerical advantage in comparison to 
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the other inhibitory subclasses. For each broad subclass the intra-class intra-cell dispersion (blue) is less 
than intra-class inter-cell (orange). Mann-Whitney U-test; Statistical significance: *: p-val < 0.05, **: p-val  
< 10-2, ***: p-val  < 10-3. (b) The hof models for each cell is not dependent on the initialization. The single-
color strands belonging to one seed when sorted to training error (left) is lost when the models are 
arranged according to the generalization error, i.e., performance on unseen stimulus set. This points to an 
existence of attraction basin for this highly constrained optimization formulation. 
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Figure S6. Differentially expressed genes revealed via modeling, Related to Figure 3. (Top) All 
statistically significant differential expressed genes that encode ion conductances. (Bottom) Subset of 
the ionic conductance genes revealed via pairwise comparison of conductance density in the all-active 
models for the 7 transcriptomic subclasses. 
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Figure S7: Illustration of the sensitivity analysis and its utility in revealing mechanistic differences 
between all-active and perisomatic models, Related to Figure 3. (a) (top left) Output of the best model 
(least training error, i.e., hof index = 0) for Cell ID: 483101699 at 1s long stimulus of amplitude 270pA. In 
the following panels 100 simulations are shown for the same protocol with each of the selected K+, Na+ 
channel groups (indicated by the color bar at the bottom of each panel) individually perturbed within a 
±10% tolerance level about the optimized value. Finally, at bottom right the channels are perturbed 
together, equivalent to the sobol analysis computations and plot the simulations for 100 such parameter 
combinations. Only the parameters on the color bar are modified in the illustration, the rest of the channel 
densities remain unperturbed from their optimized value. (b) The comparison between the sobol indices 
as it relates to spike amplitude, width, AHP depth, spike count and ISI coefficient-of-variation for all-active 
and perisomatic models (10 excitatory cells each, bar: mean; error bar: std). Note the absence (due to the 
design of perisomatic models) of axonal conductances in the bottom panel, which play a key role for the 
all-active spiking features (top). 
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Figure S8: Statistically significant difference in the axonal NaT conductance between L5 IT and 
PT models, Related to Figure 4. In the analysis presented in Figure 4 (main manuscript), pairwise 
comparison between L5 IT and PT all-active models reveals, beyond an elevated somatic and apical h 
channel, also a transient axonal Na conductance density for L5 PT cells (with the same Hcn1, Scn8a 
expression pattern between the two classes). Results for the h channel comparison are presented in 
Figure 4 (main manuscript). (Top left) Pairwise comparison in the transient axonal Na conductance 
between L5 IT and PT all-active models (p−val<0.05, one-sided Mann-Whitney U-test). (Bottom left) 
Cliff’s delta effect size analysis of the medians of the data above (Ho et al., 2019)). (Top right) 
Comparison for gene expression of Scn8a from the single-cell RNA sequencing data between L5 IT 
and PT is compatible with model prediction, i.e. L5 PT cells exhibits elevated Scn8a expression 
compared to L5 IT cells. (Bottom right) Cliff’s delta effect size analysis of the medians for Scn8a 
expression. Note the agreement both in terms of statistical significance as well as the effect direction 
supported by both modalities (L5 PT > L5 IT). 
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Figure S9: Ion channel conductance specificity along the morphology of all-active models informs 
of cell-type subclasses, Related to Figure 6. (a) Random forest classifier trained on model parameters 
for broad and refined cell-type subclasses. Classifier (top) trained only on passive and h-channel 
parameters and (bottom) the full set of conductances. Features are sorted according to the parent section 
of the morphology ('all'- common to the entire morphology, axonal, apical, basal, somatic) and same color 
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is used to indicate a parameter across sections. Among the passive properties (top) g'()  holds the 
highest importance whereas within the entire parameter set (bottom) Kv3.1 is dominant. Note that going 
into the full feature set, g'() retains relative influence in the classifier across targets. (b) Sankey diagrams 
showing the tendencies for classifiers constructed out of Morph+Model parameters for the two targets on 
the test set. (Left) For broad subclasses Pyr and Pvalb categories are well separated with Sst and Vip 
cells misclassified. (Right) For the transcriptomic subclasses, except for Vip cells, the classifier is able to 
delineate cell-types across excitatory and inhibitory classes. (c) Confusion matrices for the Random 
Forest classifier trained on different sets of features (columns) for predicting transcriptomic subclasses 
(F1-score on the test set: 0.76, 0.75, 0.88, 0.59 and 0.81 respectively).  
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Figure S10: Computational resources employed during the model generation workflow, Related to 
Figure 1-2. (a) Resources utilized include the in-house Allen Institute for Brain Science High Performance 
Computing (AIBS hpc) cluster, Amazon Web Services (AWS) EC2 instances in conjunction with Wasabi 
cloud storage as AWS S3 substitute, Cori supercomputers at National Energy Research Scientific 

ab

c
d

e
f
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Computing Center (NERSC) and Supercomputing infrastructure at Blue Brain Project (BBP5), École 
Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland. In total close to 3.5 million core hours are utilized 
across these four Linux based systems for the ∼230 models. (b) Reduction in compute time and 
subsequently core hours in AIBS hpc and AWS EC2 instances is mainly due to an algorithmic 
improvement in the latter stages of the model generation timeline, where solutions were discarded for 
which evaluation exceeded a 300s cut-off. Number of requested cores at each job is equal across. (c-f) 
Effect of adding timeout functionality within BluePyOpt. (c) Without timeout the evolutionary algorithm 
occasionally encounters a parameter combination resulting in a stiff differential equation. The blank 
spaces represent the idle time for the rest of engines in a distributed infrastructure. (d) The histogram of 
the task execution shows that the evaluation time for rare individuals go up to 900s. (e) In comparison 
adding a timeout of 300s enables us to run a controlled optimization in the HPC clusters with drastic 
reduction in idle time (44% to 3%). The jump in the histogram (f) at 300s means that the engines are 
reassigned to evaluate new individuals without completing the numerical integration when the cut-off time 
is hit. For this illustration we have used the stage 2 for model generation of CellID: 483101699 under 
identical parameter bounds. 
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